Publications by unknown
that a wireless message, apparently from a ship, has been picked
up there saying that Easter Island has disappeared. Something
ought to be done about Easter Island. It is doing some very
strange things. On an average of at least once a year it is re-
ported missing. Then somebody goes out to fmd the spot where
it used to be, and 10, there it is, right on its old site, with its great
stone images .... Now, whether this is a sport of Easter Island or
a sport of the newsmongers of the Pacific is not precisely cer-
tain. But it is surely confusing the geographers to have these un-
accountable "disappearances" coming over the wires from time
to time. If Easter Island has a secret means of vanishing for a
space there is matter that interests others than the mapmakers.
On the other hand, if the "disappearance of Easter Island" is
merely a joke... it should be known as a standard jest, so that it
need not be taken seriously.
Islands do disappear, but not to bob up again soon after. ...
Surely Easter is no "floating island" that shifts its base and trav-
els around in the currents of the South seas."
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'5urfer "\ert! Magaz.ine I4view
By Mark Blackburn
As an avid and serious surfer, it was with great delight that
I opened the latest issue of The Surfer's Journal (Vol. 9: 1,
2000), to fmd two remarkable and well-written articles about
surfmg on Rapa Nui. One, by Sam George, is titled "Rapa Nui:
Her Island" and it is a romantic sojourn into a Pierre Loti-like
story of 'Surfmg and Finding Love' on Rapa NuL After reading
this article with its superb photography, I immediately wanted to
fly back to Easter Island and head for the island's various
'breaks'. In the accompanying article by Max Mills, a more his-
torical approach is provided, including a general history of the
island and its people. He puts emphasis on some interesting
notes about surfmg, such as the fact that a young Chilean surfer,
Carlos Lara, is credited with bringing modem surfing to the is-
land in 1987. The first surfing contest was in 1990; the first
champion was Pichi Pakariti. Mills also relates how Laird Ham-
ilton and Brock Little were the first truly famous North Shore
surfers to put in time and money to explore the rumors about the
big waves in the "Hawai'i of the Southern Hemisphere". After
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